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Second Battle of Corinth – 3rd & 4th October 1862 

 
Last Updated: 16th October 2012 

 
The following scenario has been written for “Volley & Bayonet - Road to Glory" and has been submitted by 
Andy Nicoll. 
 
Background: 
 
The small (22,000) Confederate forces in northern Mississippi are attempting to harass the much larger 
Union forces in north Mississippi and west Tennessee (at least 50,000) in order to stop reinforcements 
being sent to oppose Bragg's invasion of Kentucky. Van Dorn manoeuvres in an attempt to confuse the 
Union commander and then makes a forced march to strike at the Union troops in Corinth, hoping to 
defeat them in detail.  Rosecrans, commanding Union forces in Corinth, actually was confused but 
concentrated his men in at Corinth anyway, just in time to receive the attack. 
 
Corinth was a strategic transport hub at the junction of the Mobile & Ohio and Memphis & Charleston 
railroads.  In April it had served as the Confederate base for the attack on Pittsburgh Landing (only 20 
miles away).  After losing that battle (Shiloh) the Confederates fell back to Corinth and began to fortify it.  
The combined Union armies under Halleck spent a month laying siege to the works before the 
Confederates abandoned the place in late May in the face of overwhelming numbers. Those old works 
have fallen into disrepair by October, but Rosecrans determines to make his initial stand behind them, 
even though with only 23,000 men on hand they are far too extensive to defend seriously. 
 
Map and Terrain: 
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The table measures 6’x 6’. 
 
The outer works have deteriorated enough to count only as Hasty Works in Volley & Bayonet Road to Glory 
(RTG) terms.  Streams, wooden town blocks, hills and roads as normal in the RTG rules.  The railroads are 
mainly for decoration.  All road and railroad crossings of streams have bridges, and the railroad bridges 
are practicable for infantry (only). The woods don't seem to fit the RTG model very well - I can't find a 
way of storyboarding the historical battle that works properly with either Orchard or Forest as printed - so 
suggest the following compromise: 3" visibility, disorder and half speed for mounted units, give saving rolls 
to small arms fire, but otherwise have no effect - infantry and artillery move at full speed and recover 
disorder normally. If you want to follow the rules as printed, Forest is closer. 

 
Battery Robinett is representative of several smaller works (Robinett, Powell, Williams) each containing a 
couple of siege artillery pieces that were quite close together and are a bit fiddly to represent 
individually.  These batteries were strong redans protected by a 5' ditch and some abatis, and were 
effectively immune to fire, so Field Works in RTG.  However they were not properly connected by rifle 
pits or breastworks and don't deserve to count as works for supporting infantry.  So a slightly odd 
compromise rule 

• Battery Robinett is 3" wide.  It blocks line of sight and is a disordering movement obstacle 
when crossed (even if the intrinsic SP is eliminated). 

• The intrinsic SP counts as a (stationary) battery of siege artillery and can only be eliminated 
by a melee hit, against which it gets a saving roll for the works if attacked from the front.  

• It gets one combat die as smoothbore siege (6"/12" range) 
• If meleed whilst supported by infantry, odd numbered hits are applied to the battery until it is 

eliminated, all the rest to any supporting infantry.  Remember that supporting infantry don't 
get melee saves.  (Historically supporting infantry was some way back in the LoS shadow - 
rather than up in the open in the gaps between redans.) 

 
Setup and Activation: 
 
There are two set-ups possible: historical and what-if.  Quite a lot of the basics are in common and are 
given first.  The map is a 6'x6' grid with rows lettered A-F north to south and columns numbered 1-6 west 
to east.  There are also around the north and west edges a set of possible Confederate entry areas 
lettered A-G.  Confederate units set up along the edge of their entry area on the turn of arrival - so up to 
3" on to the table.  Units which don't fit follow on as if moving from the edge of the table. Units set up in 
entry areas A-C may immediately charge any Union units manning the works to their front, otherwise 
normal visibility rules apply.  Each Confederate infantry division is assigned to an entry area and the other 
units and commanders enter with one of the divisions.  Union set-up is a bit more complicated: most units 
are along the outer perimeter somewhere, but some are back around Corinth itself in reserve.  US units 
are activated to move as follows or when attacked by a Confederate unit. 
 
11:00 Units opposite a Confederate entry area in use at 11:00 
12:00 Units opposite a Confederate entry area not in use at 11:00 
13:00 Rosecrans, reserve units except artillery 
14:00 Reserve artillery 
 
 
Historical Set-up: 
 
Is given on the OBs 
 
What-if Set-up: 
 
The Confederates could have approached along more than one road from NW.  The Union did not know 
precisely which way they were coming (or indeed if they were coming at all!).  To reflect these 
uncertainties try the following (which is stolen directly from the SPI boardgame "The Battle of Corinth") 
 
The Confederate player secretly plans his attack and writes it down.  Each infantry division is assigned to 
an entry area and turn.  Multiple divisions may use the same entry area, even in the same turn.  Each 
cavalry brigade may be assigned to an entry area used by an infantry division (singly or together). The 
reserve artillery may be assigned to any entry area used by one of Price's divisions.  So also Price himself.  
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van Dorn may be assigned to any entry area with an infantry division assigned. Van Dorn, Price, the 
reserve artillery, and the cavalry may not arrive before the first infantry division in their respective areas, 
but need not enter with it. Units arriving at entry areas A-E may arrive from 11:00 onwards, units arriving 
at area F may not do so before 12:00, units at area G not before 13:00. At least one infantry division must 
enter on the 11:00 turn.  All units must enter on the 14:00 turn at the latest.   
 
The Confederate player then tells the Union player ONE entry area which will be in use in the 11:00 turn. 
 
The Union player has 5 divisions - 4 infantry and 1 cavalry - plus assorted army assets. Any one division 
must be placed in Corinth in reserve.  Rosecrans, the 64th IL and the reserve artillery are placed 
immediately south of Corinth, in reserve.  Any 2 or 3 divisions totalling not less than 5 brigades must be 
set up within 1' of any Confederate entry areas, but not within 6" of the edge of the map.  The remaining 
Union units can be set up anywhere (not within 6" of the edge of the map), but if they are not within 1' of 
a Confederate entry area they start in reserve. 
 
Union units all start non-stationary, artillery unlimbered, cavalry dismounted as linear stands if in reserve, 
otherwise mounted or dismounted in any desired formation (including as skirmishers). 
 
Night: 
 
Basically use the night rules from the BACW supplement(*) for recovery. Recovered units are placed with 
their DC.  If a whole division recovered place it with the AC. Then there are two night moves (there was a 
lot of shuffling of units) and movement is free other than that no unit may approach closer than 4" to an 
enemy unit.  
 
(*) recover 50% of losses (except any unit wiped out while surrounded or any artillery unit wiped out in 
melee - those are both permanently destroyed).  Formations that ended the first day morale collapsed 
start the second day exhausted, otherwise add recovered SPs to the exhaustion limit.  Units which lost 
their dedicated guns on day 1 don't get them back. Eliminated units which were not permanently 
destroyed come back if at least 2 SPs, otherwise merge the single SP into another unit of the same type.  
A pair of 1 SP recovered units may be combined to form a single unit (pick one). 
 
Victory: 
 
Should be obvious: the Confederates are attempting to crush part of the Union army.  If the Union are still 
in business at all at the end then the Confederates have failed. If you want a formal victory condition, 
then undisputed possession of Corinth (all 3 town blocks) is a win.  Disputed possession is a Confederate 
win. 
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Union Army of the Mississippi 
CinC Maj Genl W S Rosecrans (AC) 
 

Army troops (no DC)    no exhaustion 
64th IL (Western Sharpshooters)  6  [  ]  sko, rr 
Battery Robinett   5  [  ]  SB-Siege 

 
Army artillery (no DC)    Ex=2   OO 

1 Reserve arty    5  [  ][ ]  R-F 
2 Reserve arty    5  [  ][ ]  SB-F 

  
Cav Div, Col Mizner (DC)   Ex=2   OO 

1st Brigade    5  [ ][ ]   
2nd Brigade    5  [ ][ ]   

 
2nd Div AoM, Brig Genl Stanley (DC)  Ex=5   OOOOO 

1st Brigade (Fuller)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 
2nd Brigade (Mower)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 
2 AoM Arty    5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 

 
3rd Div AoM, Brig Genl Hamilton (DC)  Ex=5   OOOOO 

1st Brigade (Buford)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 
2nd Brigade (Sullivan)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 

  3 AoM Arty    5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 
  

2nd Div AoWT, Brig Genl Davies (DC)  Ex=5   OOOOO 
1st Brigade (Hackleman)   5  [ ][ ][ ]  DG  
2nd Brigade (Oglesby)   5  [ ][ ][ ]  DG 
3rd Brigade (Baldwin)   5  [ ][ ]  DG 

 
6th Div AoWT, Brig Genl McKean (DC)  Ex=6   OOOOOO 

1st Brigade (McArthur)   5  [ ][ ][ ]   
2nd Brigade (Oliver)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ]   
3rd Brigade (Crocker)   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ]  
6 AoWT Arty    5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 

 
sko = skirmish only  rr = repeating rifles  DG = dedicated guns 

 
Historical deployment 
 2nd AoWT, A3-A2 (E of road), manning works, bdes at least 2" apart 
 6th AoWT (less 3rd Bde), A2, one bde manning works, remainder S of that, facing WNW 
 3/6th AoWT, B3 SW of point where stream crosses railroad, facing W 
 2nd AoM, D1-E1 between the roads, facing W 
 3rd AoM, A4, manning works facing N 
 64th IL, directly S of Corinth, in reserve 
 Artillery reserve, directly S of Corinth, in reserve 
 Cavalry, in Corinth (dismounted), in reserve 
 Rosecrans, Corinth, in reserve 
 Nothing stationary, artillery unlimbered, cavalry dismounted as linear stands 
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Notes 
1. Two of the divisions present are seconded from the Army of Western Tennessee.  For the purposes 

of this battle Rosecrans is the AC for everyone. 
2. 64th IL (Western Sharpshooters) were directly modelled on Berdan's USSS.  The men bought their 

own Henry or Colt repeating rifles 
 sko = skirmish only 
 rr = repeating rifle -  

• 2/4" range, may go prone, meleeing units get additional morale -1 
• hit on 5 or 6 firing, 4,5,6 in melee 

3. If you differentiate infantry long arms (generally we just count everyone as having rifled muskets) 
then every massed base has rifled muskets except 2/2/AoM (Mower) that have muskets. 

4. The cavalry mostly have carbines.  Either or both brigades may dismount as linear stands but get a 
morale -1 if they do (historically they didn't fight dismounted). 

5. Artillery is hard to model.  In practice most batteries were deployed with brigades, save that some 
batteries were withdrawn to form a central artillery reserve (I do not know which batteries these 
were so I've picked somewhat arbitrarily, however approximately half of all artillery was dispersed 
in small lunettes facing west and/or south, and took little or no part in the first day's fighting).  
Most of the guns are 6lb smoothbores or 12lb howitzers.  The small number of Napoleons don't add 
up to a unit, but there are enough batteries with 10lb Parrott rifled guns to merit a unit of those, 
which arbitrarily I've put in the artillery reserve.  Otherwise I've included an artillery unit where 
there are enough guns to merit it, and distributed odd single SP's worth of guns as dedicated guns, 
adding strength points to 1/2/AoM, 2/3/AoM, 2/2AoWT to keep the exhaustion arithmetic 
constant.  Most of this is pretty wild and woolly so feel free to change it as you see fit. 

6. The cavalry "division" was formally a brigade, but it was 2000 strong so it's split into two massed 
units here. 

7. Battery Robinett is representative of several smaller works (Robinett, Powell, Williams) which 
between them they possessed - a total of up to 7 mixed 20lb and 30lb Parrotts and 8" howitzers - 
manned by the 1st US infantry.  See scenario rules for how this works. 
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Confederate Army of West Tennessee  
CinC Genl Earl van Dorn (AC) 
 
Army Cavalry (no DC)     Ex=2  OO 
 Armstrong's Brigade   5  [ ][ ]   

Jackson's Brigade   5  [ ][ ]    
 
Army Artillery (no DC)     no exhaustion 
 Reserve arty    5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 
 
Army of the West, Genl Sterling Price (CC) 
 Hébert’s Div, Genl Hébert (DC) Ex=10  OOOOOOOOOO 

 Gates' Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG  
 Colbert's Brigade  5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 
 Green's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ] DG 
 Martin's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ]  DG 
 Hébert's Arty   5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 

 
 Maury’s Div, Genl Maury (DC)  Ex=7  OOOOOOO 

 Moore's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ][ ]   
 Cabell's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ]  
 Phifer's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ]  
 Maury's Arty   5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 

 
Lovell’s Div, Genl Lovell (DC)   Ex=5   OOOOO 

Rust's Brigade    5  [ ][ ][ ]   
Villepigue's Brigade   5  [ ][ ][ ]   
Bowen's Brigade    5  [ ][ ][ ]   

 Lovell's Arty    5  [ ][ ]  SB-F 
 
DG = dedicated guns 
 
Game starts 11:00 Oct 3rd, ends with the 13:00 turn Oct 4th 
 

Oct 3rd 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 Night Night 
Oct 4th 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00   
 
Confederates move first.  Game ends at the end of the 13:00 turn when a fresh Union division begins 
arriving. 
 
 
Historical entry, 11:00, 3rd Oct 
 Lovell's division: entry area E 
 Maury's division: entry area D 
 Hébert’s division: entry area C 
 Armstrong's cavalry protecting Hébert’s left 
 Jackson's cavalry protecting Lovell's right 
 Reserve artillery and Price with Hébert's division 
 van Dorn anywhere 
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Notes 
8. Formally van Dorn commanded the District of the Mississippi: the Army of West Tennessee 

designation was his own (short-lived!) idea. 
9. Formally Price commanded the District of West Tennessee, but all of the troops were the former 

Army of the West and it seems the command may still have been known as that. 
10. Formally Lovell's command was the 1st Division, District of the Mississippi. 
11. Armstrong's cavalry was equipped with infantry long arms: it may dismount as a linear infantry 

stand.  Jackson's bde had side arms only and may not dismount.  Formally Armstrong's brigade was 
part of Price's command, Jackson's part of the District of Mississippi.  They're lumped together 
here solely to give a meaningful exhaustion limit.  Split them up if you like: they certainly didn't 
operate as a coherent cavalry division. 

12. The army artillery was formally part of Price's command. 
13. Hébert's division has enough guns for a 3rd SP, which I've distributed as dedicated guns instead (and 

added an SP to Martin's brigade).  Feel free to change that back.  Or indeed distribute all the rest 
of the Reb divisional guns to brigades (which is where they were assigned).  Note that it did get 
concentrated on the second morning. 

14. The vast bulk of the artillery pieces are 6lb smoothbores or 12lb howitzers.  The handful of rifled 
or heavier smoothbore guns don't add up to a unit of either. 

15. If you differentiate infantry long arms (generally we just count everyone as having rifled muskets) 
then roughly 

• Rifled muskets: Martin, Colbert, Moore, Rust, Villepigue, Bowen 
• Muskets: Gates, Green, Cabell, Phifer, Armstrong 

16. Historical option: Lovell was apparently opposed to the whole idea of attacking Corinth, and did 
not strongly commit after the very first attack.  It would be entirely reasonable to reduce the 
division's exhaustion limit to 4 (or even 3) to represent this. 

 
 


